M255.04

Installation information

| DACIA:   | Dokker, Duster, Lodgy, Logan, Sandero, |
| NISSAN:  | Kubistar                                      |
| RENAULT: | Clio (II, II FL, Campus Evolution), Duster, Kangoo (Extra, I and I FL), Logan, Thalia FL, Twingo (I, I FL, II and II FL), Symbol – Thalia, Lutécia, Wind |

OE reference
8200651172
54325-00QAA

IDENTIFICATION OF SUSPENSION BEARING KIT M255.04

Traceability:
SNR AP.40016.S01
COMMON PROBLEM

KIT COMPONENTS INSTALLED IN THE INCORRECT ORIENTATION

When a suspension bearing is installed the wrong way round in the insulator, it will impede the rotation of the steering system.

INSTALLATION ORIENTATION OF SNR BEARING AP.40016.S01

[Diagram showing the correct side with visible markings and the incorrect side without visible markings.]
All components must be fitted in the correct order and orientation.
A small amount of play between the shock absorber mounting crown and the rebound cup is normal.

Recommendations
Follow the manufacturers' installation procedures and apply the tightening torques specified by the manufacturer.
NTN-SNR kit KB655.07 is supplied as a full kit for one side, NTN SNR recommends that both sides are changed at the same time.
Refer to the vehicle applications in our online catalogue: eshop.ntn-snr.com